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1800h
@Alissa

Big Note chart
Completement of the Big Note, expanding Dobbs Formula chart.
Big Note will go to the nth degree.

4m
Anyone’s fingernails can work in Cold Play box.
Can’t tell the difference if nails are ascended or not.

No such thing as ascended keratin or regular keratin.

Hz and MHz frequency calculation. Note ‘E’ is based on A = 440Hz. iON says ‘not exactly’.
432Hz tuning relates to 6.944Mhz.

8m

Eat protein even if not hungry



Y’all Sweet tea makes you hungry and balances you. Pasta is good too.
Fuck the keto diet. Balance your shit. Mediterranean diet is better.

Queen Victoria
Queen Victoria didn’t fake her death. She never said she was dead.
Charles didn’t move into Buckingham.
Queen Elizabeth and her husband are still at Sanderingham.
Prince Albert didn’t make it but Victoria is fine.
JW wants Balmoral but won’t sit in her chair.

Did Victoria remove stone of Scone during EII’s coronation? Yes. Goes back to Mary of Teck (Q Vic’s
mother).
Relates to how there was a second De Medici line from Cosimo.

Send a love note to 1142 South Perry Street, Montgomery AL.

14m
@Chad

Capacity
What was I seeing in my travels last night where the place and people were flickering between luxury and
poverty?
Capacity: what can be, what is be.
Better question would be: which picture in the picture were happy rich or poor? Rich always want more and
the poor don’t have enough. Which ones were more sated: the poor ones who found a crusty piece of bread
or the rich one who get a nicer degree of beluga caviar?
That’s what you’re reaching for: it’s capacity.

Physical geometrics & neutrons
20170211 PayDay:
Re: the language for the cloud. A “bio exorcism” would allow you to take away the chemical side and apply
the physical side. So, it'd be applied “physical geometrics”–

The sugar cube with space removed is an example of a bio exorcism. Now go to the next level. Now that
you have added AI to the conversation, you’re going to have a different persona. The bio side becomes
natural. But does AI have the capacity to present something natural.

Neutron is subatomic particle with about the same mass as a proton. It has no electric charge.
Now if you take hydrogen, what atomic nuclei would be excluded other than ordinary hydrogen?
Neutronium would have only one neutron and no proton or electron, so there’s no room for hydrogen then.
And the mass for a neutron is 1.67492749804 right now but it’s going to change. It’s in the hadron family.

But is “physical geometrics” a compressed lattice of neutrons?
It’s up one quark and 2.5 down quarks.



19m
Does “physical geometrics” interact with the proton matrix you mentioned on Aug 12 PD re: protons being
the balancer in storing information?
Yes, it does. Proton matrix is a binding energy or nuclear glue.
It’s what gives neutron a work.

20m
Computer science rests on the premise that bits aren’t constrained by atoms.
But Neil Gershenfeld at MIT says Turing’s universal computer paradigm is wrong because it separates
persistence of information from interaction with information, whereas in living things like ribosomes they are
one.
Is Gershenfeld onto something?
No he is not. Those are isotopes, the atomic structure. You have to define the proton, neutron, electron, not
what you’re saying. That’s proving the point like saying, “I’m alive therefore I can prove what life is.” But you
don’t know what life is so you can’t prove it.

Force fields
21m
Higgs field has a value everywhere in space, unlike EM field which has zero values in isolated areas–
You’re talking about the Bohr atomic model of nitrogen atoms.

Would the Higgs field be the medium of total coverage you’ve mentioned your cloud does?
Yes. That would include the electron orbit.

Is the forcefield of love a fifth force beyond strong and weak nuclear, EM, and gravity?
No, that’s what it’s all based on.
The contrast is what gives you the orgasm. You’re talking about love as some type of capacity but if you
can’t orgasm does that mean you don’t love us.

Is love the unified field physicists talk about?
No, it’s the definition of isotope.
You think we’re trying to be Marquis de Sade but we’re trying to tell you how the evolution of life occurred
(past tense). “What’s love got to do with it?”

1900h
Is the force field of love what connects the cheerio heart?
No, that’s carbon. Carolyn has already worked that out because she got it already. It’s in Bert’s book. Bert
just regurgitated what he knew that he found out he knew from a qigong position because he knows how to
orderly engage the persona that’s presented. That’s like mixing hydrogen and carbon.

Energy
1m
The first law of thermodynamics states that the total energy of a system remains constant, even if it is
converted from one form to another.
No free lunch. Energy like money, there is always a ledger where you can add, subtract, keep track.



Agree with the ledger?
Yes. Like “free beer tomorrow” sign at pub. That puts it in context of what you’re trying to say. Then you can
understand structure of an atom.

2m
Which should Bob focus on for tag sale since Crown Inc fell? Books or artifacts?
Chad: Artifacts.
iON: Books. Because he already has so many books he’s not going to read.
Tale of Two Cities that Bob’s trying to navigate.
You’re trying to redefine the knowledge of Bob so Bob can understand what Bob knows he’s already known.
Tag sale is like eating Pizza the Hut in Spaceballs. We’re telling you something.

Re: energy and “free beer tomorrow”: would a legend apply here?
Yes. You’re talking about alpha decay.
“4/2 He 238/92 Ur 234/90 Th” is what you’re trying to say.

5m

Symbol chart
Does moving up and down the stack in dial-a-mile like +6 or -2 relate to cations and anions?
In heavy water or deuterium oxide? In deuterium or hydrogen?

20220622 private session: Symbol chart refers to the capacity of the dulcimer effect.
That’s the neutron star configuration. We made reference to it then.

You also referred to dowsing rods which are similar to dulcimer hammers. Is there a parallel between them,
in that one strikes and vibrates a chord and the other responds to energy?
If you understand neutron embrittlement, yes. If not, then go back to school.

Does it apply to say that the dulcimer hammer is the converse side of the dowsing rod?
Polarity. Consider the pulsar or polarity of a condition of a pulsar (rotating neutron star).
Just because a pencil graphite makes a line on paper, you see the spaces in the line. You never worry how
sharp the pencil is, you say how does it convey the article of the compendium you’re trying to translate. You
look beyond the literal. Because we’re always trying to say something else.
So in a dipole magnetic field you could calculate the magnetosphere.
The explains next question.

10m
Are striations tangents or chords?
We just explained that: rotation directions in pulsar.
But be careful of faraday screen. That can effect the affect. Like impeachment of Biden. Don’t have enough
votes, to have an inquiry, so they can have committees to do same thing, that’s not going to pass in the
senate.

Is that about capacity?
Now you’re talking about a canticles pulsar: they can’t do it in the House but can do it in a committee.
So you’ve got closed lines of force and open lines of force.
So you rightly could say that if Biden got bribes from 20 other countries that affected everything he’s done in



USA and now they’re finding lithium in upper Nevada and in Maui, will they allow them to extract them from
the earth without a green carbon footprint.

Lithium / dilithium
13m
Is lithium key to developing dilithium capacity of monoliths?
iON: What are the compounds of dilithium?
Li2 is lithium atoms covalently bonded together. Look at it that way.
Don’t forget lithium hydride (anion of hydrogen) for Carolyn to rip stuff if she likes syrup.

15m
@Linda

Dogecoin
Doge is where it has always been, money just got cheaper.
If you have any, hold it.

Delivery of new amino acids
New amino acids in new ReStructure?
Not yet.
New aminos will not come via ReStructure.

Amino acids something you’ll inject at this point. That’s what they did to JW.

When you put into body mass, like how mRNA changes the mRNA in cells, once it changes it, that’s what
amino acids do, it’s protein.
Can replace cartilage in knee.
JW’s muscles turning into ligament. He used to be too young to have shoulders replaced.
Ascension attacks the weakest area to make it better. Hurts as it attacks those levels or positions.
Injected one of the new amino acids which caused immediate pain. They cleaned out the corruption to make
room for good to come in.
Doctors are astounded.

Tiny injection will replace the inflammation and allow body to respond in kind. Then you can dance like a kid
again.

You feed your body poison and wonder why it doesn’t feel good.

New aminos will only be available to the ascending, like yourself.

23m
@Carolyn: iON sounds like Tech Body tonight.
iON: what’s the difference anymore.

@Bert

TikToks



A2 aliens assist in creating astronomical clock functions in Georgia Guidestones?
Yes, that’s why we had to blow them up.

Sculptures from Jordan river drying up?
They’re from before Jordan River, the old days. Tavaria before Russia, before Tartaria.
Crossing Jordan into Canaan.
Statues are what giants purported on Canaan side.

Bodies attached to heads of sculptures?
Sometimes.

Qigong
27m
Qigong related to Chad’s topics. Qigong proves the point. Like giving a definition for touch. How does it feel?
Like good ermine vs mink? How would you discern with your eyes closed?

Should I focus on polarity?
Polarity is just distance between converse and obverse so it would be appropriate to study polarity.

TikTok about The clock: 12, 6, 13.
How many numbers on face of a clock? 15.
That will help you on your cipher.

29m

Hamilton Operator tiktok
Outlines vulgar position of triangulation.
Helps figure out what hurricane Lee is going to do.

Lee and Libyan hurricanes will merge.

31m

TikTok: areas of China purposely flooded
That’s about The Mountain getting too big for their britches.
Quing dynasty that Xi is part of.
How did Ming fall?
iON: Why is Quing still in play.

Bert got warning on TikTok from CCP, threatening him.

33m
Boston Dynamics TikTok: no comment.
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZGJGq4wkW/

Installation of dust screens in Lahaina.
That goes into the Lithium we spoke to Chad about. 126 volcanoes it’s also available in. Apparently the
Dragon is striking back.

https://vm.tiktok.com/ZGJGq4wkW/


Was spray to reduce dust?
Yes. Or the particulate would have slowed the fire down.

37m
Presidential Doomsday Plane.
Something still taking place with that.

Maui fire
Mysterious burn site in Maui. Something extraordinary there?
No comment.

TikTok: Dusk screens and island of Maui. Nephilim connection. Drawing of map of Maui shouldering head,
shoulders and torso. Maui will shift and move to the Aleutian Islands in Alaska.

Virus at Burning Man festival
Marrying 3 parts that are coming back. That’s one of the 3 parts to make the new nastiness.
Unlike Covid, this one didn’t come from Dr. Dean.

Does Bill Gates own patent for mosquitoes being released with vaccine?
Yes. Look at the patent.

New type of mosquitoes in CH: tiger mosquitoes. Takes a lot to kill the Germans.

42m
Did Marcia Angel MD state that about NE journal of Medicine? Yes, it’s in Death by Modern Medicine.

No problem, especially in Chernobyl. All that’s left is Dobbstown.

Bob is focusing on the word magic in Apes of God.

44m

Charged water
Is H3O2 the normal charge water?
Yes. Find difference between that and new environment of deuterium / heavy water.
New environment would be regarded as deuterium. Deuterium would be dangerous in old environment but
not in the new. You are evolving.
There are uses for charged water. You’ll see. It’s on tail end of the perfect storm. Everything is playing out at
the same time: plastic, amino acids, bread of living water.

@Jack
46m

Conjure of Sacrifice
Conjure of Sacrifice. “Take his blood, take his spit..”. Who is “his”?
His is you.
Conjure is how you know.



And ascend those unworthy parts into ascension.
The devil is trying to trick you that you can’t do it. Papacy says you’re not worthy.

51m

Hurricane Lee
3 hurricanes merging to create Lee.
When they merge these will be a category 7.
iON trying to redirect it to Halifax.

Coldplay tower at Georgia Power
Public service commission didn’t know what it would do. They built a house to contain it.

53m

Say something long enough and it will become real
Bob last WY: say something long enough and it will become real.
No, MM said that: tell them you’re going to tell them, tell them, tell them you told them.

You need to be a liar?
No. A lie is something you don’t know to be true. Diff between conspiracy and truth is 6 months.

Why do media lies become true?
Lie means to be or remain in a specific state.
Your terming of a lie means it is something you don’t embrace as something that’s a specified state.

Lies and peoples’ different versions or reality.
Trump’s supposed lies became his truths.

Young Thug arrest saved his life.
Young Jeezy ain’t here no more. They killed Tupac.

58m
@Germaine

Sifting truth & lies in hologram
Carolyn won’t acknowledge anything she doesn’t want to experience and the lie v truth convo above.
You experiment in the hologrammy. Like when you wake up and decide you want a penis. Is it a truth or lie?
You do it a little more day by day till you master it.
Terms of endearment of embracing something.
Run it thru hologrammy to know which experience you’d like to engage.
Try it and adjust.

2000h
Can run truth and lie thru hologrammy and decide which side you want to embrace as true.



There will be a show Saturday.


